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Comments at Large
You may recognize the symbol for
recycling at upper right It has no
direct application here, except
perhaps in the ghastly connection of
what happens to our remains when
we die here (as most assuredly at
least nearly all of us will, unless
change occurs).
It is borrowed here instead to
symbolize the eternal Moneygoround
which Minnesota state government
comprises .- perhaps the truest
words about this state ever sung by
'Brother Bob' Dylan concerned a
"second father" and his "seventh son"
involved in such ventures.
So get Out your roadmaps and see
if you can get to that place where
graft and other corruption (although
certainly not hope) spdng eternal
from artesian cash fountains that
never run dry - as long as committed sex offenders exist to make those
moneys off the backs of. It ending
prepositions bother you more than
the 'tenth circle' late we suffer here,
may your compassionless obsession
with trivia become the hell you are
relegated to.
Otherwise, have a nice day!
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The Wages of Fraud: MSOP Cons the Feds
Who REALLY Gets The Yearly $Half-Mill$
of Your Confiscated Wages?

Update re Excerpts from
Legislative CDs

The Latest 'Graduate (#62)
- Again Assisted by
Medical Neglect
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A bombshell has surfaced in the 50% wage
confiscation case. My ca-Plaintiff David Jannetta recently corresponded with the United
States Department of Labor, This particular
correspondence aimed to confirm that MOOR
has never received a "certificate' by that
department allowing payment of less than
minimum wages to those unable to perform
work comparable to fully-able workers.
The underlying prevision of federal labor law
is intended to cover those who are so severely
physically or mentally handicapped that they
cannot turn out that amount of work, It is most
often used by 'sheltered workshop' entities
that provide training to the handicapped who
otherwise would not be able to find work at all.
In order to gain that "certificate," an employer must identify each disabled worker end
state in medically clear terms what the disabling condition is for each one. Initially and
every six months, the employer must document
the reduced productivity of the employeu,
compared to ordinary workers in the vicinity.
Interestingly, disabled workers paid weqes
(rather than on a piece-work basis) still have

to be paid wages "commensurate" wit'r the
"prevailing" hourly rate paid to non-disabled
workers in the vicinity "for essentially the
some type, quality and quantity of work" performed. Because minimum wage rates apply
to such non-disabled workors, it appears that
no sub-minimumage rates can be authorized
under the "certificate" system. Effectively, it
allows lesser pay only under piece-work conditions. No doubt, this finally explains why MOOR
insists that its patient-workers sign IRS Form
W-9, declaring themselves to be nunemployees. MSOP must be claiming that pay to
its patient workers, even though reckoned perhour, is actually a piece-work rate.
Jannetta learned of this certificate issued
to MOIIP by contacting the U.S Dept. of Labor
directly, trlSlJP, ignorant of that inquiry, twice
denied knowing anything about such a certificate, once per HIMS and once per MSOP-ML's
Legal Dept., in a blatant cover-up.
To obtain that certificate, MOOR must have
misrepresented some specific nonexistent
disability for each worker, and claimed a
specific level of reduced productivity by each

potent-worker. There's a word for this: fraud—
an the federal government. There's a word for
"fraud on the federal government": felony.
Further, MOOR does not actually mention the
"deduction" taken from each paycheck of each
patient-worker to the IRS or the Dept, of labor.
On the contrary, it issues annual Farm 1699s
that falsely represent that each patient worker
wits paid 190% of his gross wages (at the governing minimum wage requirement). Meanwhile,
dospito its claim that, under this Certificate, it
need not pay its patient workers minimum wage,
MOOR, with Minnesota State-Operated Services
(as paymaster), makes a showing of 'paying' to
MOl the total of all such confiscated wages. But
the certificate obviates such confiscation. This
just appears to put 50DK in MOl's coffers.
MSI's annual financial statement does not show
this sum. It just disappears.
You can help end this scam and confiscation
of our wages if you currently work for MOOR.
.imply fill out the form Affidavit at the end of
this newsletter and return it to David Jannotta,
We'll take it from there. Thank you!

Update re Excerpts from 1994 Legislative CDs
Here's the latest news about progress on
garnering useful excerpts from the 1994 legislative hearings that resulted in the sexoffender commitment Act we all know and hate.
First recall that the MN Historical Society
Library provided us 84 ODs recorded from
audiutapes of those hearings. The audio quality on those CDs mirrored that of the original
eudiotapes. Due to poor original tape recording equipment and the current age of those
tapes, they had terrible audio quality.
Hence, the audio quality of those ODs had to
be enhanced so we can hear what was said,
This has been done to the first 30 of the original COs, resulting in two copies of that first
'batch.' The second batch remains undone at
present but should be enhanced soon.
Meanwhile, the first batch was sent to
Gustafson Uluek. In turn, they sent one of
those two copies to MSOP, and they have been
deposited in the Library here at MSOP-ML, The
Library has divided them into seven sets of
CDs. Each of these sets can be checked out
(only through Library staff) for three days at a
time. If you choose to check any of these CO
sets out, please be extraordinarily careful with
them. They may ultimately be needed as evidence in the Gladden case.
Now for the actual latest news about these.
I have completed the process of selecting and

transcribing excerpts from that first batch
bearing on the intent of the Task Force on
Sexual Predators in 1994 and of legislators on
the various legislative committees that then
met before the final bill was presented to both
full houses of the Minnesota Legislature for
passage on August 31, 1994.
However, my transcription now needs to be
entered into my computer network space. I
estimete that there will be about 20 typed
pages of excerpts once that data entry is
completed. Since there are about 450 of us
here in MSOP-ML, it isn't feasible to simply give
everyone a printed copy. (This would come to
about 4,500 sheets of paper, i.e., nine reams.)
Right now, the leading alternative idea is to
seek a $1 donation to defray the printing and
other costs of this newsletter. Each donor will
get all Batch I excerpts, and a 2018 subscription to The Legal Pad. (Alas, the days of free
distribution will have to draw to a close as 2017
does.) Since each issue averages about ten
pages and TLP is issued 12 times a year, this
comes to about B cents per issue - surely a
justifiable price for its content.
As to the excerpts themselves, they emphatically speak for themselves. They betray a
clear aim on the port of the Act's sponsors and
Task Force and committee members to find a
way to lock up sex offenders thought to be

likely to reoffend (although without any true
scientific basis to rest that assumption on) and
to keep them locked up for the rest of their lives,
or, failing that, for as long as possible.
At various points, witnesses and members
openly disregarded any need for a mental illness
or disorder, or argued that sex crimes necessarily proved the existence of such a disorder,
Task Force and committee members often
equated any desire to commit a sex crime of any
kind with a "lack of ability to control" sexual
behavior in a blatant attempt to evade the requirement of an inability to control sexual
"impulses," candidly acknowledging that almost
all sex crimes involve extensive prior deliberation and preparation before any crime is ultimately committed. This isn't "impulses" at all,
much less helplessly succumbing to one, again
as frankly acknowledged in those hearings.
Other statements in Batch I include an extortionate threat by one of the bill's sponsors that,
if it failed to pass, citizens should take to the
streets to murder sex offenders they believed
would reoffend. I believe that, especially after
Batch 2 adds to such themes, Judge Frank will
be compelled to find that the aim of legislators in
creating and passing the M001'A of 1884 was to
erect a system of raw permanent preventive
detention, not of treatment and release.

********

A Breakthrough
about General Disgust Sensitivity Explains Why Some Go
Over the Top as Sex
Offender Haters.
Editor's' Note Disgust is an exceptionally
powerful and typically quite immediate
emotional response to either some
perceptual stimulus or to a thought, memory,
or mental image. Some people appear to be
much more susceptible to episodes of
disgust than others - in some cases so
extremely that the condition can be
described as pathological. Even otherwise, a
heightened state of such susceptibility is
termed general disgust sensitivity.
Through examining the work of others and
conducting an experiment, the authors of the
article excerpted below found that those with
higher disgust sensitivity tend to be those
who have the most extremely punitive
attitudes toward sax offenders - in the
fictional case posed by the experiment, a
juvenile whose sole crime could be seen as
Either particularly appalling or as
comparatively lass traumatic, depending an
its description. This aspect showed the
difference arising from the disgust sensitivity
factor in sharpest relief.
An important follow-up note will follow the
excerpts below.
Re:
Disgust Sensitivity as Predictor
Of Individual Attitudes toward Sex Offenders
Excerpts from:
Margaret t Stereirson, Sarah £ Me/if at
a!, "Disgust Sensitivity Predicts Punitive
Treatment of Juvenile Sex Offenders: The
Role of Empathy, Dehumanization, end Fear."
IS Aira/j's-ss o(cc,'a//ssyes and Ftth/,' Policy
177-187 (No. I, 2015)
Abstract, pp. 177-8: "We explore the
possibility that disgust sensitivity predicts
attitudes toward a stigmatized, yet
vulnerable population: juvenile sex Offenders
Participants were 125 undergraduates (89%
women, M age =18) who read a ease depicting
a 17-year-old bay convicted of aggravated
child molestation for receiving oral sex from
an intoxicated IS-year-aid girl. Participants
subsequently indicated the degree to which
they supported registering the juvenile
Offender as a sex offender and completed a
series of case judgments (i.e. belief the
defendant is a threat, the dehumanizing belief
the defendant is a superpredator, and

defendant empathy). Finally, participants
provided demographic information and
completed the Disgust Sensitivity Scale.
[A]s disgust sensitivity increased, support
for juvenile sex offender registration also
increased. Yet this relationship was
explained by various mediating footers.
Specifically, a series of models tested via
path analysis showed that as disgust
sensitivity increased, participants' were
more likely to dehumanize the offender as a
'suporpredatar' and experience diminished
empathy. In turn, dehumanization and
diminished empathy predicted the belief the
defendant is a threat to society, which
predicted greater registration support.
Text, p.178:
"...[R]esearch
reveals no differences in recidivism rates
between registered and nonregistered adult
(Saod/gr, Freemmz S &70/v. 2008) and
adolescent (Ad14's, Huf,f SStayaberg, 2000)
sex offenders, even when the offenders were
matched on a variety of relevant
characteristics (crime severity, age, race,
prior offenses; Latourossu B Armstrong,
2008)....tS]ex offender registration is likely
to negatively impact offenders in ways that
may actually increase recidivism by
stigmatizing offenders and isolating them
from their community (Laveason 8 Cotter,
2005; Lavuosoir. 94more, H Hartz 2097);
Ss/er,i at al. 2010; Tewksbur,g 2005;
Tswksbury 8Lee 2098, 2907; far reviews,
see Ch,vffho 2008: Trfv/ts 6'fr'spucc/ 7002)."
p.178:
[li]tilitarian concerns may not
be the primary motivation for such policy
(for a review, see Sh'insr. Farmim, H
Stevenson, 2911).... Specifically, in the
present research, we examine evidence for
an individual difference predictor of support
for increased inclusiveness of sex offender
registration policy: dispusitional proneness
to disgust (i.e., disgust sensitivity)."
P.179: "...[S]exual crimes elicit biasing
emotions, including fear, morel outrage,
disdain, and notably, disgust (e.g., llastdvw.
Benson, B//as/sm, 2013); Lynch 2002; flukrn
eta!, 2004; Sa/ornnietaL 2010). Disgust, in
particular, is a unique emotion that can be
elicited by simple encounters with
unpleasant stimuli or even simply by a word
(maggot, vomit, etc.)....[l]t is clear that the
emotion of disgust also influences perceived
morality of people end behavior (e.g., Eskfr.'.s.
Keckw* S Prhzs 2011; #ussbatinz 2001;
School! l/aidt C/ore 8 dordeiz 2008). In
fact disgust may even exert a causal
influence with regard to moral evaluations.
Specifically, when randomly assigned to be
hypnotized to experience disgust,
participants rated a somewhat immoral
behavior as sivnificantiv more immoral,
compared to a central group (øffsat/fly H
Heidt 2005; see also Sth,mi/ at a!, 2008).
Disgust sensitivity predicts attitudes toward

various groups of people, including negative
attitudes toward homosexuals (/n/isr.
Plearro, Knobs, 88127,gon 2009) and greater
ethnocentrism ( //svarrate S/ss/sr 2000).
pp. 78-89: "Just as disgust predicts
moral condemnation of groups of people
(l/ussbsum, 2001), it also predicts
dehumanization (the treatment of individuals
as less than human; Has/am; 2009; Shermati
8Hd1t 2011), and the treatment of people as
objects who lack consciousness (FLa('e,
Harr,c, B Buddy 2004).... Neuroinieging
research reveals that marginalized
outgroups (i.e.. drug addicts and the
homeless) activate brain areas associated
with object recognition (not human
recognition), as well as the insula and
emygdale - neural indicators of disgust
(Harr!d81!rk,y 200B).
"Indeed, research suggests that sex
offenders are frequently dehumanized (i.e.,
perceived as subhuman; Commain 2012; VX't
Fullerton. /l7aggott Taft and W1iltshi"e. 2012).
For instance, Vih' at a! (2012) revealed that
the more participants associated sex
offenders with animals, the more they
endorsed punitive treatment of sex offenders
(i.e., castration, execution, community
exclusion).
"It is likely that increasingly punitive sex
offender policy has proliferated largely
because of the dehumanization of sex
offenders. In support, sex offenders are
generally lumped together into a single
category and perceived as predatory and
dangerous (Salerno et at, 2010). For
instance, although only a minority of juvenile
SEX offenders commits forced rope (15%:
Salerno eta!, 2010), when asked to imagine
a typical juvenile sex offender, most people
described a violent rapist (76%; Salerno at
at. 2010).
Classifying sex offenders
according to a violent and predatory subtype
allows sex offenders to be dehumanized, and
in turn, likened to objects or animals who are
less emotionally complex, less sensitive to
pain, more of a threat to society, and in turn,
more deserving of severe punishment
(C8nln73/7, 2012; I/ifiatat 2012).
"Archival analysis of newspaper articles'
descriptions of Black murder convicts
further supports the link between
dehumanization and punishment (Soil.
Eber/iard/ Whi&ms, B Jackson, 20118).
Specifically, when descriptions of Block
convicts included animalistic and
dehumanizing adjectives (i.e., ape, gorilla),
those convicts were more likely to receive
the death penalty (9,gff at at, 2008). It
appears that the punitive consequences of
dehumanization extend to juvenile offenders
HS well. Bennat 67/ho, and We/tars (1899)
published a book in which they advanced the
myth that most juvenile offenders are cold,
calculating 'suparpradators'.,.

pp. 180-8I:
el 7/ found that
there are individual differences in jurors'
tendency to endorse one or the other
stereotype, and that situational factors can
influence whether jurors endorse one or the
Other.
Further, they established that
endorsement of either stereotype can predict
juror decisions, Specifically, endorsement of
the suparpredator stereotype predicts
greeter likelihood to convict a juvenile
Offender, Notably, endorsement of the
superpradetor stereotype appears to
encapsulate characteristics of
dehumanization (e.g., wild, cold, corrupt,
Immoral, bestial) as reviewed by Has/am
(2009). To illustrate, the unfortunate "Central
Pork Five" - five minority adolescents wrongly
convicted of brutally raping and beating a
Central Park jogger - were labeled as
suparpradetors and dehumanized by the
media as wild animals (i.e.. "wolf-peck,"
"wilding," "savage"; e.g. Sbrg/eton 8 Sent/a
1988, April 21). Thus, just as disgust
sensitivity predicts dehumanization generally.
(e.g., Hodson SBus/a//n 2007), we expect that
disgust sensitivity will predict the
dehumanization of juvenile offenders, or in
other words, the belief that the juvenile sax
offender is a cold and callous superpradator.
"In addition, dehumanization is strongly
linked to diminished empathy (for a review,
see Has/am; 2909). For instance, people with
disorders like autism (Baron-Sn/ian. 1985:
Preston S Be Wee! 2002) and psychopathy
('8/a6' 1985; 8/ah. Jones, B/ark B Smith 1897)
not only have a hard time empathizing with
ethers, but also have a harder time detecting
the 'humanness' of others. Experimental
research reveals a causal link between
diminished empathy and dehumanization of
victims (Cehaj7tz Brown, Sfloflza/ez 2008).
Indeed, disgust is theorized to nearly
completely block one's ability to experience
empathy (Jona 21107). Thus, although we
expect that disgust sensitivity will predict
diminished empathy for o juvenile sex
offender, we also expect that juvenile
dehumanization (i.e., the belief that the
juvenile is a superpredator) will be associated
with diminished empathy.
"Finally, we expect that the belief that the
juvenile is a suparpredator and diminished
empathy will bath predict the belief that the
defendant is a throat to society, which, in turn,
will predict greater support for registering
the juvenile as a sax offender. Why? The
belief that a juvenile is a cold and calculating,
predatory offender is likely to trigger concern
that the offender is a danger to society. In
addition, because diminished empathy stems
in part from dehumanization (e.g., Has/em
2908), diminished empathy should also
predict a greater belief that the offender is a
threat to society. Moreover, substantial
research has shown that support for sex
(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

offender registration policy stems from
beliefs that such policy protects society from
dangerous offenders who are likely to
recidivate (S,mernLx at at 2010). This is
consistent with attribution theory, which
suggests that utilitarian concerns to protect
society predict punitive reactions to crimes.
(Wsfriar. 2008):'
p. 82: [Of note in description of
experiment participants, bear in mind the
following: "34% indicated they were
liberal.. 24% indicated they were
conservative".]
p. 183, footnote I:
[When it comas to
disgust elicitation, and particularly the
expectation on the part of the one elicited
that his/her disgust will he elicited, this
footnote shows the power of imagination to
'fill in the details' left out, thereby achieving
the same level of disgust as if sex acts were
described explicitly.]
"The explicitness of the sexual crime was
experimentally manipulated such that the
sexual act was described in a sexually
explicit or nonsexually explicit way. Explicit
sex crime details were manipulated as
follows: "A videotape confirmed that 'the
sexual act took place between Jacob and
Elizabeth' (vs. 'Jacob ejaculated into
Elizabeth's mouth'). Subsequent forensic
evidence revealed that 'Jacob's DNA' (vs.
'semen') was found on the hairband and shirt
Elizabeth was wearing 'in the videotape' (vs.
'while his penis was in her mouth')."
Because we are not interested in effects of
sexual explicitness for the purposes of this
study, we conducted all analyses collapsed
across this variable. Although there were no
significant main effects of sexual crime
explicitness on any dependent variables, all
Es < 3.00, all as. we nonetheless replicated
our path analysis including sexual crime
explicitness as a covariate. There were no
differences in the results. Thus, we present
analyses without including sexual crime
explicitness as a cavariate."
p. 188, Fig. I: [Note: This figure (shown on
next page) shows the interrelationship
between disgust sensitivity, defendant
empathy, superpredatar status, the notion
that the defendant is a threat, and support
for registration of the defendant, as well as
aspects that impact whether defendant
empathy is generated, and the various
subjects in general that this experiment
tested for that show a general disgust
sensitivity.]
p.00 Discussion
Specifically, participants with greater
disgust sensitivity believed that the juvenile
defendant was more of a cold and calculating
superpredator and had less empathy for him.
p. 191: "Our results support and extend
existing research linking disgust sensitivity

to dehumanization (e.g.. I/ox/son 5 Costa/Jo;
2007) and mural condemnation of outgroups
(e.g., /nbar at at, 2009). We have found that
disgust sensitivity also appears to predict
more severe treatment of an extreme
autgroup - sax offenders - a phenomenon
driven by dehumanized beliefs and emotions,
which translate into greater fear of the
outgroup. These results are also consistent
with VJh" at a/s research (2012) revealing
that the more people dehumanize sex
offenders, the more punitively they treat
them.
"...[D]isgust is considered to be o
universal emotion in humans (Darwfri. 872:
Ekmsn B Frise,z 1988: Atasquita S F,*e
992) that accompanies various automatic
physiological and behavioral reactions (/toz17
at at, 1993)....[D1ur research shows that
disgust responses may, in some cases,
undermine effective decision-making,
resulting in dysfunctional policy (i.e.,
increased support for adolescent sex
offender registration policies)....[M]yriad
evidence suggests that registration policies
exert iatrogenic consequences by
stigmatizing offenders, interfering with
offender community reintegration, and
increasing offender homelessness and
joblessness - all consequences that
ironically have the potential to increase
offender recidivism (tavenson 5 Cotter;
2005: /avanson. LI4mora, S Hera 2007:
Sa/arno at at, 2010: Tawksbery, 2005;
Tewksbury 5/ass, 2009, 2007; for reviews,
see Chaff4z 2008: Ttiv/IsSiI'spuicct 2002).
"...[P]eople who are sensitive to disqust
are likely to react negatively toward sexual
crimes and are thus likely to be biased
against defendants accused of sexual
crimes. Attorneys might consider assessing
disgust sensitivity during voir dire to help
identify jurors likely to be particularly biased
in trials involving sex offenders....fAin
obvious next step in research is to examine
whether this effect can be 'reversed.' That is,
can educating the public about the biasing
influence of disgust reduce support for
maladaptive sex offender policies? In
support calling jurors' attention to their own
racial biases by, for instance, asking
questions about racial biases during voir
dire, reduces jurors' likelihood to make
racially biased case decisions (Summers.
2098). ...Perhaps simply asking jurors about
their own emotional reactions of disgust
toward sex offenders during voir dire will
reduce the impact of those emutions on
subsequent juror decisions."
p. 92: "...[E]duceting jurors about
myths associated with sax offenders and the
ineffectiveness of sex offender policy might
reduce the impact of disgust on support for
registration policy. Indeed, as education
level increases, support for juvenile sex
offender registration decreases... Developing

public awareness programs or educational
interventions designed to dispel myths about
sex offenders and to highlight the unintended,
negative direct and collateral consequences
of sex offender registration policies might
help reduce the impact of disgust on public
support for such policies
Until politicians
and policy makers no longer face inordinate
pressure from their constituents to promote
increasingly inclusive yet ineffective sex
offender registration policy, such policy will
likely continue to proliferate."
p. 103: "Of course, jurors are just one
example of many relevant decision-makers in
sexual crime contents. Probation officers,
police, judges, and attorneys all have the
potential to make important decisions that
may affect the lives of alleged or convicted
sex offenders. Future research should
explore the effects of disgust sensitivity on
the treatment of sex offenders within these
populations.......[S]exual crime victims'
disgust sensitivity might be interesting to
explore from a clinical psychological
perspective. Individuals with high disgust
sensitivity might be particularly affected by
sexual crime victimization - a potential effect
with practical implications. That is, disgust
sensitivity might become a useful screening
measurement designed to identify victims of
sexual assault who are likely to experience a
unique set of symptoms.'....
Conclusion
(p.l03,contd):
"...[E]merging
research suggests that utilitarian concerns
for society are not the sole psychological
force driving these policies (for a review, see
Ski',rnar. Faroum, llStavsnsoiz 2013). In fact,
most people (73%) would still support
registration policies even if there is no
evidence that they reduce sex crimes
(tevensunetaL 2007). Because support for
sex offender registration policy is not always
based on logic, our study explores the
possible influence of emotions on support for
such policy. We have found that the emotion
of disgust - a dehumanizing emotion (a g
Hudson S Costa//a 2007) - predicts negative
reactions toward sex offenders. Of course,
not all emotions are considered inappropriate
in legal decision-making contexts, but in many
cases, relying on emotions is strictly
forbidden, and in fact. illegal (e.g.. Bandes.
998)......
Edi'tur.c End-A/ole First, to economize on
page-space, the copious citations to the
various references mentioned in the excerpt
above have been omitted. For those who wish
to personally investigate that matter further,
these references will be made available upon
request. Simply do so via Green Mail to Cyrus
Gladden, IA.
More to the point, for us, the lesson from
this article is important. We are already
aware that some in society will react to us
3

with great horror end/or extreme loathing
no matter what. This research suggests
that this is a function of such individuals'
state of high disgust sensitivity.
Because such individuals cannot help that
reaction, and because nothing one can do or
refrain from doing will ever mollify their
emotional reaction, the only sound strategy
is simply to steer clear of them. A little
'people watching' can go a long way toward
identifying even strangers you meet who
suffer this excessive emotional reaction.
This can be your cue to keep your distance
to ovoid potential trouble.
One fascinating observation is that one
can work backward from those with
observed extreme antipathy toward sex
offenders to find that they are among those
suffering high disgust sensitivity.
Anecdotally, it seems that general
disgust sensitivity among Americans took a
substantial upward hike decades ago some might guesstimate that point as having
occurred almost suddenly in the 1970s. Was
that increase a kind of 'disgust epidemic', or
perhaps what Or. Karen Franklin calls a kind
of "folie a plusiers"? The research cited in
the article suggests that disgust is a
neurological phenomenon (whether as cause
or effect). Perhaps these thoughts may
ultimately lead to some treatment to reduce
the (undoubtedly unpleasant) experience of
heightened general disgust sensitivity. Out
that discussion is for another day.

Computer Insufficiency: Why
We Really NEED
Our Own PCs Now!

In Unit IA, we recently suffered the
breakdown of two computers out of the six
for our use. Both remained out of service
for some time. Similar tales have emerged
from other living units in MSOP-ML recently
as well. Apparently one of the reasons for
this delayed repair was a project (then just
starting) of replacement of all the aged
monitors for those computers throughout
MSOP-ML. True, the new monitors are much
sharper, and hence are appreciated.
However, the breakdown episode only
highlighted a fact of life that must be
reckoned with.
When personal computers were banned
(Continued on page 4)

(Continued from page 3)
here in 2008, an administration
determination was made that replacing such
personal ownership with six communal
computers per a 08-inm8te unit would
suffice, given estimates at that time of
average individual computer use per inmate
per week.
However, as everywhere else, computer
usage has become on everyday matter, with
all sorts of tasks previously done laboriously
by pen and paper or typewriter now done
exclusively (and much faster and better) by
computer.
The end-result of this gradual transition
is that computer time is now in much more
intense demand in every unit in this facility.
Instances of inability to sign up for current
computer time-slots have gone from
uncommon to predominant.
The inconvenience factor has risen to
levels of extreme frustration. In some
oases, even urgent legal or business matters
have not been attended to by pressing
deadlines, with sometimes catastrophic
consequences and often lost opportunities.
There is no alternative solution to this
problem other than to take one of two
actions. Either the number of allocated
communal computers per unit must be
radically increased (immediately by doubling
present numbers, and ultimately requiring
triple the currant number), or the original
situation of computers individually owned
must be reinstated,
The first of these actions is net feasible;
expanding the deyroam footprint to
accommodate all the needed additional
computers would reduce available space
needed for walking, sitting, engaging in group
activities, meetings with staff and other
discussions, table sports, and playing of
other games.
This leaves the option of simply returning
to the way things once were. In retrospect,
individual ownership of computers and
peripherals was an elegant solution that
didn't bother anyone. Instead of cluttering
up the dayroom, all those wanting to
compute at any point in time simply retired
to their roams for that purpose. This is as it
should be.
This is not a request for Internet access;
that is a separate issue. Privately owned
computers not connected to the Internet
have no potential fur rules violations.
To the extent that the IT Dept. fears
otherwise, it is a simple matter to wire up
rooms so that all personally owned
computers are part of the some large
network we have now, allowing staff to
monitor contents of everyone's computers
and our practices with them. Reciprocally,
this will allow the same access by inmates
with computers to the current digital

commons areas' we have now.
Please join ma in advocating this change
to MSIIP-ML administration. Drop a Client
Request Form (CRF) to IT today. feel free to
attach this article if you dent feel like adding
your own views. Thanks!

Polygraphy
Revisited: WHO'S
IP
eally Lying?

Editor 'c Note. In TIP Issue 6, I printed
excerpts from an article by Gershon Ben
Shakhar that explains the various failings of
polygruphy when used on sex offenders postconviction (as, for instance, to gain a 'sexual
history' from them or to interrogate them
about whether they have obeyed or violated
prison or commitment-facility or rules of
parole.
This article picks up whore that one left
off, first quoting excerpts from a different
article on that some subject, then examining
passages from articles that acknowledge
outright deception of the tested individual by
the pulygrepher. When finished reading
these, you should be able to conclude that
polygraph use is a deeply dishonest, utterly
unscientific tool that serves only to scare
test subjects into admitting rule violations
and past crimes that there was no basis to
suspect and that the polygraph result did not
actually incriminate the subject As always,
footnotes/endnotas and reference citations
are omitted here. If you need any note(s)/
reference citations for research of your
own, just ask me for it/them.
Excerpts from: .4ndrewS lls/mara/a/ph
Seotifand Making Monsters: The Polygraph,
the Plothysmograph, and Other Practices for
the Performance of Abnormal Sexuality, 39
e/U11r, III Law and Sscity563-OI5 (No.4,
December 2012), ISSN: 0283-323X, 533-815:
pp. 593-99: Paedophiles and the New
Penology
"[lit was in the late 1980s that Oregon
became the first state systematically to
implement the polygraph as a tool in the
management and treatment of the modern
sexual monster,'° In 1995, the Tennessee
legislature passed a law that made polygraph
testing mandatory for sex offenders on
probation.20 Colorado followed suit in 1888,21
South Carolina in 2008 and Hawaii, basing

its programme on these furerunning states,
now also requires palygraphy.23 Florida
statutes oblige judges considering probation
to order sex offenders to submit to the test.24
Illinois passed the 'Sexually Dangerous
Persons Act' in 1998 5 which includes
polygraph conditions for inmates: similarly
Kansas is using the technique with sex
offenders in its prison population.29
California,27 Colorado,20 Florid8,29 Indiana.82
New Mexico,31 and Taxes22 have all developed
guidelines for polygraph examination with sex
offenders. This governance strategy spread
across the United States and meant that, by
333, around 30 percent of individual
probation programmes reported use of the
technique in post-conviction sex offender
treatment, escalating to 00 percent by 2000
and than rising further to 70 percent in 2002
and 70 percent in 203.08
pp. 601-03: "When used in the treatment and
management of sex offenders the polygraph
has a number of specific functions. The first
is pert of the well-established surveillance
practices in operation around past-conviction
sexual offenders, in which the machine is used
to test whether subjects are complying with
the terms of their probation. This is known as
the monitoring examination, which might ask
questions like 'Did you visit the victim's house
last Monday?'57 It is this more surveillanceoriented farm that has been central to the
recent trials of the device in the United
Kingdom.
'The second use of the polygraph is
ostensibly as part of the therapeutic
intervention, in which it is used to help obtain
detailed information about the offender's
desires, masturbatory practices, fantasies,
previous crimes, patterns of behavior, modes
of grooming and victim selection, and
numerous other data about the offenders
criminal and deviant lifestyle. This is known
as the sexual history disclosure examinatien.
An example of a broad question that might be
asked during this kind of exam could be: 'Do
you masturbate to fantasies of nunconsansual sex?'
'Obtaining a sexual history is a standard
procedure in the treatment of sex offenders.
According to the Arizona guidelines, the kinds
of things that are investigated during a sexual
history exam include:
'Ago of onset of expected normal behaviors
degree of use of pornography, phone sax,
cable, video, or internet for sexual purposes,
currant and past range of sexual behavior
thoughts [and fantasies] preceding and
following crimes; masturbation, use of tools,
utensils, food, clothing, current sexual
practices motivation to change attitudes
[including sexual] toward women, men, and
children level of denial, level of deception.51,
This examination is thus one made
through which the offender's desires are
mode visible. If, as he is often understood to
4

be, he is in denial of his condition or refuses
to acknowledge his crimes, if he is deceptive,
then the polygraph becomes a useful tool in
producing the knowledge of his abnormal
sexual history."
pp. 808-07: 'The polygraph becomes
effective because sex offenders, in the
various guidelines, reports, and scientific
papers are characterized as being inherently
deceptive.
This is the key to the
legitimization of polygraphy and
plethysmography: that the sex offender is
conceived of as secretive, as one who lies
about his crimes. In this context, the
polygraph facilitates the production of
confessions of deviance and desire. Indeed,
it is hard to miss the centrality of its effect
on the frequency of confessions made by
offenders to the arguments supporting the
technique's use. For example, in 5mb/u and
Madsen; 'it should also be noted that in postconviction tasting the emphasis is on the
facilitation of disclosures relevant to
supervision and treatment,'75 Most clearly,
there is an ocknowledqement by some that it
needn't matter that the device may not be up
to the usual scientific standards so long as it
convinces offenders to account their sexual
histories in inureasinq amounts of detail. So
one finds, for instance, Ah/mo,ver at at
agreeing with Chanthe,'s?° that:
'The polygraph is not a test, but a
treatment tool designed to elicit a client's
admissions to pest behaviors and monitor
current behaviors, Many therapeutic
interventions that do not meet the standards
requiring adequate documentation of
practice standardization, reliability, and
validity, are nonetheless effectively utilized
in the field77'
"As such, the way in which the polygraph
is primarily understood to be assisting
treatment professionals is through its effect
on the confessional behavior of the offender,
whether or not it 'works.' The significance
of the elicitation of further confessions of
victims, or sexual fantasies, of childhood
acts of masturbation, and so on, and so on, is
that mere information is equated to better
risk management, which is essential in the
case of the sex offender because of his
construction as incurable and monstrous,
both in the treatment discourse, popular
media, and governance response."
Excerpts from: Doug/asS Ma/oaep "Lies,
Damn lies and Polygraphs: The Problematic
Role of Polygraphs in Pustcanviction Sax
Offender Treatment (PCSIJT)," 84 Temp. 1.
Dev 803 (Summer 2012):
(pp. 314-I5): "...[R]epeated use of
polyqraphs, which is required in most [PostConviction Sex Offender Treatment] PCSDT
programs, will lead to decreasingly
conclusive results.51 This stems from the
premise that 'physiological rasponsivity

(Continued from page 4)

decreases upon repeated presentation of the
some stirnulus.'92"
(pp. 91-15): "[In the PCSDT context,
polygraph examinations often involve vague
or unknown incidents, which makes
formulation of questions more difficult.87
Frequently, the comparison questions and
the relevant questions become similar in
form and content.98 Because COT is hosed

on differentiated physiological responses to
the control and relevant questions, if there is
not a clear distinction between the two types
of questions, the test results could be
compromised.99 "
"The National Research Council
(p. 915):
indicated that specific-incident examinations,
which only discriminate lying from truth
telling at rates well above chance, though
well below perfection.' are significantly more
accurate than screening examinations.105
Screening examinations ask about unknown
events as opposed to specific incidents.ax
Because P030T polygraph tests typically ask

about unknown events, critics note they are
considerably less accurate than specificincident polygraphs, and therefore many of
the studies supporting polygraph accuracy
107
are inapplicable to the CUT-P050T context.

Even some proponents have acknowledged
this.'°°"
An individual must normally
(p. 919):
assort the privilege and refuse to answer if
he wishes to ovoid self-incrimination:
otherwise, he is not considered compelled
for purposes of the Fifth Amendment,137 "
(p. 948): The National Research Council
observed that
'There is evidence suggesting that truthful

monitored by the polygraph are peripheral
measures governed by the autonomic
nervous system (ANS), such as changes in
skin conductance, heart-rote, and blood
pressure. These, as well as ether autonomic
measures, are by no moans measures of
deception. Rather, they measure autonomic
arousal and they may be triggered by a host
of factors, such as surprise, cognitive load,
loud noise, as well as fear of being classified
as 'deceptive' by a polygraph examiner."
(p.193):
"The COT relies on relevant
questions that are directly related to the
event under investigation ('did you do it?'
type of questions) and uses control questions
similarly formulated, but related to nonspecific issues from the examinee's past
history."
"The questions are of three
(p. 194):
general types: (a) Relevant questions directly crime-related questions of the 'Did
you do it?' type (e.g.. 'Did you break into Mr.
Jones' apartment last Friday night?'). (b)
Control questions - focusing on general, nonspecific misconducts, of a nature as similar
as possible to the issue under investigation
(e g 'Have you ever token something that did
net belong to you?'). (c) (Irrelevant questions
- focusing an completely neutral issues (e.g.
are you sitting on a chair?'). These are
intended to absorb the initial DR evoked by
any opening question, and to enable rest
periods between the more loaded questions.
Typically, the whole question series is
repeated three or four times. An additional
important component of the COT is an
attempt to convince the examinee that the
polygraph is highly accurate. For this
purpose, a rigged card test is usually
administered either before conducting the
COT, or during an intermission between COT
sessions...."
"...fF]ear of being falsely
(p 196):

members of socially stigmatized groups and
truthful examinees who are believed to he
guilty or believed to have a high likelihood of
being guilty may show emotional and
physiological responses in polygraph classified as deceptive and bearing the
situations that mimic the responses that are consequences of such an error is one salient
31321
expected of deceptive individuals.
factor that may cause strong reactions to
"It is not a stretch to classify sex the relevant, crime-related questions among
offenders as members of a 'socially innocent suspects, even if they believe in the
stigmatized group' or as individuals who are veracity of their answers to the relevant
perceived to 'have a high likelihood of being questions.
guilty.'283 Therefore, regardless of whether
"...jAI dishonest examinee that frequently
the sex offender is being deceptive, his steals, or inlures his fellow roan, will show
consciousness of his situation in society stronger responses to a control question
and/or his awareness of the examiner's regarding the aforementioned activities than
belief of his guilt can influence his a virtuous person. Therefore, paradoxically,
physiological reactions to questions."
the chance that a CUT will incriminate the
honest examinee (who does not tend to react
Returning to the Ben-Shakhar article to the control questions) is greater than the
[Certhon Ben-Shahhar "The Case Against chance that a dishonest exaniinee will be
the Use of Polygraph Examinations to Monitor incriminated. Indeed the very logic of the
Post-Conviction Sex Offenders," 13 loge/and COT points out the danger that the honest
Crfmi'io/o,qi,e/ Psychology 191-207 (2008)], man's version will be iudQed untrue.

to guarantee that all examinees undergo the
same experience. Only when it is fulfilled do
the resulting scores (or evaluations) have a
uniform meaning, allowing damparisons
between different people who took the test.
In the case of the COT, this requirement is
not met. The pre-test interview, which is
completely subjective, is an essential part of
every COT. The control questions, which
later form the basis of the polygraphist's
inferences, are determined during the pretest interview and their selection and
formulation depend solely on the
interrogator's intuition, and the relationship
he or she forms with the examinee.
"In addition, the testing conditions may
also be a function of the examinor-examinee
relationship. For example, an examiner may
present the questions in a different manner
when he believes that the examinee is
deceptive than when he believes he is testing
a truthful suspect. This feature of the COT

has been acknowledged by several
supporters of this technique. For example,
6715 S Perry (1992. p. 372) wrote that 'an
examiner who was motivated to produce a
deceptive result might ask aver-general or
provocative re/evantquestions, and spend a
great deal of time on their review and
presentation. Subsequently, this unethical
examiner could ask vary narrow, specific,
or inappropriate control questions and
spend very little time on their review and
presentation. An examiner predisposed to

produce a truthful result could take the
opposite approach, overemphasizing the
control questions and minimizing the relevant
Questions.' Hoots S Ferry (1902) raised this
possibility in relation to an unethical and
dishonest examiner, but decades of research
in social psychology teaches us that honest
persons can be unintentionally affected by
their prior beliefs (e.g. Chapman S Chapman
982: ,flaymanS//a. 1997: Snyder flSwa,rn,
1978a. 1978b). More recently, .4br8ms(1999,
p 224) made a similar comment and wrote
that 'there is a delicate balance that exists
between the comparison and relevant
questions and many variables can tip this
balance in either of those two directions. Ton
much discussion of one or the other during
the gre-test, a difference in inflection or
loudness when the questions are being asked,
any discussion between charts that stresses
either the relevant or comparison questions,
or any mental activity an one question versus
another can weigh the balance in the
direction of that particular emphasis.' These

citations clarify the implications of the
unstandardized nature of the CUT. It is
therefore clear that, by and large, polygraph

(p. 197):
"Lack of standardization
characterizes not only the choice and
presentation of the COT questions, but also
the measurement and quantification of the
physiological responses. This is rather
surprising because the type of physiological
responses monitored during a typical CUT can
be easily measured in an objective manner,
using computerized procedures. In fact, such
an objective quantification is a routine
procedure in psychophysiological
experiments, and computer algorithms have
been developed for measuring the responses
in the CUT (e.g. K,'-chsr S Pssh'i. 1998).
However, objective, quantified measurement
procedures are rare in CUT practice.

"Some polygraph agencies rely on an
overall evaluation of the polygraph charts.
This approach is clearly impressionistic and
subjective, and as such, vulnerable to various
biases......
(p.198): "In the CUT practice, it is
considered vital that the same interrogator
constructs the questions and conducts the
questioning. Often this interrogator also
tallies up the results of the examination. This
approach introduces contamination into the
investigative process because judgments
made on the basis of the CUT are based on
more information than is contained in the
physiological measures alone (e.g. the
axaminee's criminal records and the
information contained therein, the behavior of
the examinee during the pre-test interview
and the test). ... Contamination may introduce
a bias (labeled 'confirmation bias', e.g. BenShokhar, (99); Elood at al,, (994) into the
polygraph examiner's final judgment, because
the knowledge gathered prior to the polygraph
investigation may induce certain expectations
in the examiner and the entire polygraph
investigation and chart interpretation may be
biased in favour of these prior expectations.
"An interesting and impressive
demonstration of the contamination effect and
the type of bias to which it could lead, was
presented in the '60 minutes' television
program, produced by CBS in 1886. as an
informal experiment conducted by its
producers. As part of the experiment, they
independently approached three
polygraphists, with a request to conduct an
investigation for a firm from which some
photographic equipment had allegedly been
stolen. The polygraphists were told that only
four employees had access to the equipment,
and therefore only one of them could have
stolen the equipment. They were also told
which employees was suspected of being the:
thief, but that there was no evidence to
support this suspicion. In truth, no equipment

examinations conducted by different had been stolen, but each polygraph

the following excerpts are especially (pp. l9B-97)""...A basic requirement for any interrogators (even for a given case and interrogator was given a different name as
explanatory and are consistent with the test is standardization (e.g.. Anastasi S suspect) are liable to be quite different from the name of the suspected thief (unbeknownst
foregoing excerpts.
to the employees themselves). Each of the
llrb,va. 1997). This requirement is essential each other."
"...[T]he physiological measures
(p. 192):
(Continued on page 5)
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(Cnfinuedfrorn page ,)
polygraph interrogators examined the four
employees using the OUT and each of the
three investigators reached the confident
conclusion that the employee that had been
named to him lied during the polygraph
investiqatian, while the three other
employees had spoken the truth. This
demonstration gives a very vivid illustration
of the confirmation bias that may result from
contaminated CUT examinations'
(p. ISO):
...[P]rior expectations of
polygraph examiners affected the way they
interpreted GUT polygraph charts, when in
reality these charts were inconclusive.
"This contamination problem is especially
acute when results obtained from CUT tests
are presented as objective and scientific,
when in fact the OUT is just a tool aiding the
investigator in collecting impressions."
(pp. 201-02): "..,[S]ince the use of polygraph
with sex offenders falls under the category
of screening tests, rather than specificincident tests (see flr,jbhz 2008) it is likely
to be even less valid than the forensic use of
polygraphy (see NKP 2903). Specifically,
the CUT is used with convicted sax offenders
to verify whether they complied with their
parole conditions (e.g. whether or not they
engaged in various sax-related
misbehavinurs). Thus, unlike the typical
criminal investigation, sex offenders are not
examined about a specific crime or a specific
known event, but rather on a set of
hypothetical misbehaviours that might or
might not have occurred. This application of
the CUT falls in the category of 'event-free'
usages, which [poses] an additional host of
concerns. 8e,7-9hskhar(l9R0) argued that
all the problematic features of the CUT
become even more severe under the eventfree application, because this method cannot
be used in o straightforward manner. Recall
that the reinvent questions used in the GUT
pertain to a specific event (crime). In order
to use it for detecting hypothetical (or
future) crimes, control questions (which
relate to general misdeeds) must play the
role of the relevant questions. In other
wards, enhanced physiological reactions to
the typical control question (e.g. 'Have you
engaged in masturbation to deviant fantasies
during the past B months?') are now token as
an indication of deception and a consistent
responding to those questions might mean
that the examinee failed the polygraph test.
But to make such inferences, one must
compare the responses to those new
relevant questions with the responses to
equivalent control questions. Unfortunately,
it is impossible to construct such control
questions, because they must relate to other
hypothetical crimes of similar nature and
importance, but a consistent responding to
such control questions cannot be interpreted

as an indication of innocence, In other
words, in the event-free application of the
CUT, the comparison questions become too
similar to the relaxant ones and
interpretation of differences in the
responses in these two types of questions
becomes vary ambiguous."
(p. 203): "It should come as no surprise
that the results of these studies revealed
much lamer rates of false-positive outcomes
(e.g. 19 and 21% in A2ihk at at, 2005, and in
tlrubkrb'Madse,z 2000, respectively)
"Once the true nature of the CUT is
revealed to potential offenders, its deterrent
value will be lost. Learning about the CUT
may affect the outcomes of this test in
several ways. First, potential examinees will
understand that the OUT is net a valid test of
deception. Second, they will learn that what
they are told by polygraph examiners in pretest interviews is untrue."

Plethysmography
- Wrongly Testing
the Wrong Thing

FditorNata Just as with the polygraph.
penile plethysmography has grave problems
as to its unscientific nature. The lead article
as to these problems is the first one below.

Excerpts from:
MaxB Barns/ann "Supervised Release. Sex
Offender Treatment Programs, and
Ead-iVute Finally, both 8817-Jh3A'har and Substantive Due Process," 85 /'grdbam Law
Ma/allay identify specific techniques of 17eve8w2flI (2018, Issue I, Article II); http://
deception used by pulygraphars to convince r.lawnet.ford ham. adu/flr/vol85/issl/ll
test subjects of the infallibility of polygraph Abstract: p. 261: "This Note argues that
testing and its claimed ability to ferret cut mandated PPE testing should be eliminated
even the most trivial of has.
as a condition of federal supervised release.
At p. 184, 8ea-Shakh8, as shown supra The test infringes on a constitutionally
states that 'a riqpad card test is usually protected liberty interest against unwanted
administered either before conducting the bodily intrusions and, as only the Second
0111, or during an intermission between GUT Circuit has held, any condition of supervised
sessions...." for this purpose.
release that infringes on a constitutionally
Ma/onwy, at Nate 80, describes the more protected right may be mandated only where
elaborate campaign of deceptive assertions it is narrowly tailored to serve a compelling
intended to convince the test sublact that government interest. Because there are e
lying is futile, since the polygraph is asserted number of viable, lass intrusive alternatives,
to function in effect as a 'pipeline' from the PRO tasting as it stands today is not narrowly
subject's own brain to the machine, laying tailored enough to serve a compelling
bare all deception:
government interest."
"...One branch of this phenomenon is Text. p.208: "[[]van sex offenders retain at
described as the "Bogus pipeline." Ai)vr at least some level of humanity, and testing
at i/rd The idea behind the "bogus pipeline" methods should not be unnecessarily
is that the examiner attaches individuals to a intrusive or humiliating. The federal
machine he or she believes can detect supervised release statute codifies this
deception, or threatens to do so, and the sentiment by explicitly barring any condition
individual's fear of being detected will force of supervised release that unnecessarily
him or her to disclose Information, either infringes on the liberties of the offender.'°
during the examination or before it, when the p. 288:
"Freund's PRO testing is
use of the machine is imminent. Id Lavi'saa commonly referred to as the 'volumetric
specifically cites the "bogus pipeline" as an method.'37 Freund's machine was a glass tube
effective strategy to discover information that went over the man's flaccid penis. The
that would otherwise remain undisclosed. tube was filled with air and sealed with the
Laveizcirnat 370 (citing /ka/i /se898vfrl 'ominous-sounding locknut. ou After being
JamXvsun "Twenty Years of Bogus Pipeline 'strapped in,' the subject would be shown
Research: A Critical Review and Mete- suggestive pictures or reading material, and
Analysis," 114 fisychat 8111/303(1993))."
as blood rushed to the man's penis it would
That's why Bon-Shekhar's closing enlarge and displace the air in the tube.39
comment in text, supra. shows that Electric wires attached to the tube measured
revelation of the unscientific nature of oven slight changes in the air volume inside
polygraphy as used with sex offenders of the glass, signifying to the clinician that
finishes its usefulness as an interrogation - the subject was aroused.4° Levels of arousal
enhancement device. That deceptive role is could be traced to the volume of air
all that it aver filled, flood riddance.
displaced.4'
"Bancroft invented what he considered to
6

be a less cumbersome and cheaper PPG
testing method that is referred to as the
'circumferential metyhod.'43 Oancroft's test
used 'a mercury strain gauge inside a
stretchable bond.'42 The band is usually a
silicone ring wrapped around the penis.44
The mercury in the bend surrounds the
flaccid penis and is plugged with
electrodes.45 As the penis's circumference
expands, the mercury is thinned out against
the ring and increases the resistance, which
the electrodes pick up to measure expansion
of the penis.4B
"The volumetric method is considered to
be the more accurate and sensitive of the
two, as it can detect even 'the smallest
changes in penis diameter.'43 The volumetric
method, however, is more expensive and
cumbersome to edminister.xu Thus, the
circumferential method is used more
frequently.45
"Regardless of the method employed.
There is a documented lock of
standardization in the administration of PPG
testing.50
P. 268:
"..There is great variation
among operators as to what stimuli they
present to their subjects.°° Some offenders
are even shown real child pornography.0' A
number of treatment centers obtained
confiscated visual images from law
enforcement;
however,
this
was
unsurprisingly met with resistance and is
now uncommon.02 Other treatment centers
have used photos of nude children who were
'reared in a nudist environment,' with written
consent
from
the
child's
parents.00 However, the use of computerfabricated images of children04 or nonsexual
photographs of clothed children65 are
becoming more common in the
administration of PRO testing."
p.271: "II. THE SCIENCE BEHIND PRO TESTING
"Despite the widespread use of PPG
testing as a condition of supervised release.
legal scholarship on the test is practically
nonexistent. There has been only one indepth review of PRO testing - a 21104 article
in the Temple Political and Civil Rights Law
Review written by Jason Udeshna, which has
since become the leading (and only
significant) legal scholarship on the PPG.°°
Other legal scholars have provided cursory
critiques of the test, but have failed to
meaningfully engage with the test's utility or
limitations, The some cannot be said,
however, of the scientific community."
p. 272:
"A. What Does PRO Testing
Measure and Whet Do Its Results Say About
the Risk of Recffonse?
"...[S]ex offenders will express 'a
preference for these cues or for behaviors
motivated by the stronger sexual arousal:08
Because people are more likely to perform
behavior that optimizes rewards or personal

materials for use in a study in which any (12) Data sampling rate (every 5 sec. vs.
"...[S]ome studies found that PPG testing
desired result could he obtained.'07
has a significant relationship with rates of
every mm.)
"Understanding that the clinician exhibits (12) Whether methods were used to attempt recidivism, albeit a small one.141
satisfaction, it follows that men with sexually
deviant preferences will act on these such a great degree of control over the test
"Other researchers believe the
to assess for faking
preferences. [But this is actually a nun makes it troubling that there is practically no (14) Gender and other characteristics of the relationship between PRO testing and
recidivism risk is usually weak'44 or, further,
squ/tur.] In short, sax offenders are standardization in the administration or
evaluator
aroused by deviant acts and are more likely scaring of PPG testing.°° PPG testing was (IS) Type of data transformation (z-score vs. 'that predicting who is at risk to commit a
originally created as a research teal, not a
sexual crime and who is likely to recidivate
to act on their arousal.
a deviance index)
"...[A]ssuming that PPG testing can method of clinical assessment. Thus no (19) Characteristics of the laboratory ... and cannot be predicted with even a moderate
accurately determine a test subject's manual or standard practices were (17) Type of sample and setting (outpatient, level of
Due to issues with the
prison), OB
standardization of PRO testing, the test's lack
preference for sexually deviant material, developed.00
"Howes
concluded
that
such of reliability, and the potential for faking. PPG
what does that tell us about the subject's pp. 274-5: 'The lack of standardization
risk of acting on that behavior? Or, what can across PPG testing leads to serious inconsistencies across treatment facilities testing's ability to predict the 'likelihood of
PPG testing tell us about the risk of questions regarding the procedure's 'discredit' PPG testing and cast serious doubt reoffendinq is beyond the scope of the test's
146
scientific reliability. Reliability refers to 'the on its results.100
recidivism?"
validity
"The lack of standardization
Further,
there
are
numerous p.278:
pp. 272-2: "I. Can PPG Testing Accurately extent to which an experiment, test, or
measuring procedure yields the same results documented issues that arise from faking."° across the administration and scoring of the
Measure Sexually Deviant Arousal?
'As stated above, the short answer is that on repeated trials."00 '[U]nless a test can be As both supporters and critics of PPG testing PRO makes any data derived from the
PPG testing can measure sexually deviant shown to he reliable, there is essentially no agree, those subjects who wish to trick the procedure 'idiosyncratic, unamenable to
arousal. However, the test has significant point in giving it further consideration."°' PG will likely he successful." Individuals normative comperi500s, if not impassible to
PPG's lack of reliability comes from a lock of may fake responses by fantasizing about interpret from a traditional psychometric
limitations.
"PPG testing's effectiveness rest on the standardization in administering and scoring deviant sexual scenes while being presented perspective."48 Moreover, there may be
with nondeviant stimuli or may try to distract significant biases resulting from studies that
premise that a mans level of tumescence is the test, and the problem of faking.
In 1995, a researcher named R.J. Hawes themselves while deviant stimuli are exclude data from nonresponders or low
an objective measure of his sexual arousal to
stimuli. Erectile responses, however, are not conducted a study assessing the reliability of presented.112 Even tests designed to ensure responders, an exceedingly common practice
based on a stable individual trait, and thus it PPG testing and the lack of standardization in that the subject is paying attention to the among PRO practitioners.'40 The sheer lack
is hard to directly correlate tumescence with the test's administration.102 Howes examined stimuli are not foolproof, as many studies of evaluations of the test's validity regarding
arousal,m Erectile responses are the result forty-eight treatment centers throughout the have shown that men can exert control over the biases associated with the exclusion of
of a number of factors, including arousal, but United States and Canada.'°° The centers had their erectile response or suppress their nonresponders suggests that PRO test
112
results cannot be trusted to predict
also the subjects emotional state, fatigue, been administering PPG tests for on overage response entirely.
"Despite the significant limitations of PG recidivism.'50 .
intoxication, recency of an orgasm, and other of 5.5 years.'°4 The clinicians administering
unknown endocrine factors.°5 Even the the test had been doing so for on average of testing, it is still 'generally considered the
'Considering PRO's validity issues, many
gender of the clinician may affect the 3.4 years.105 Seventy-six percent of the most accurate measure of sexual arousal.""" researchers believe the test should not he
clinicians reported that they had been p. 275:
subjects level of tumescence.00
"One mete-analysis of a number used as a predictor of recidivism, especially
'Moreover, sexual stimulus is actually trained for one week or loss, and 18 percent of PPG testing studies could find only two when making decisions regarding periods of
compound stimuli mode up of multiple responded that they had never been formally studies in which pedophilic offenders could civil confinement, ... More ardent critics
cornponen ts,n For instance, a subject may trained to administer the PPG at all.'°° A not be distinguished from other offenders.120,, believe that because PRO testing is
be presented with sadomasochistic sexual former president of ATSA noted that the lack p. 279:
Although a number of studies susceptible to a high rate of false negatives
scenes that also include explicit descriptions of training was 'truly appalling."07 Without have shown that PPG testing can distinguish and false positives, either through faking or
of foreplay and intercourse.02 If the subject training and without standard procedural rapists from nonpapists,121 a significant failure to interpret the data correctly, it
reaches 40 percent of full tumescence, was guidelines, the following aspects of PG number of researchers suggest that it should never be used as a predictor of
that a result of the violent depictions, the testing vary greatly from center to center:
cannot.122 Those in the latter explain that a recidjvism.150 '
foreplay, the intercourse, or some '(I) Type of gauge used (mechanical, number of studies have resulted in p. 279: B. PPG's Limited Utility
mercury) and transducer placement
combination of all three? That 40 percent
ambiguous results or even severe
Subjects who fail to produce erectile
may be a result of arousal to the violence. (2) Type of stimuli used (audiatapes, slides, misclassifications of rapists and nanrapists, responses present 'noninterpretahle' data,
Or it may be a result of the intercourse,
videotapes)
and thus the studies that have distinguished even though such failure could be due to a
which would normally arouse the male to RD (2) Content of stimuli used (differences in between rapists and nonrapists lack number of factors, including faking or a real
.121
percent, but his arousal was partially
reliability and should not be trusted
lack of sexual arousal to the stimuli.'80 ... It is
models)
Duration
of
stimulus
presentation
(2
"PG testing has very limited utility in nonfamilial child molesters whose erectile
inhibited due to the violence. Based on the (4)
sec to > 4 min.)
problem illustrated by this hypothetical, PPG
measuring past offense history for rapists as data appear most deviant, but even within
test results can be unambiguous only when (5) Length of interstimulus (detumescence) well.178 PG tests were unable to determine that subgroup. 'no more than SD [percent) of
intervals (fixed time vs. return to subjects' number of victims or whether those who admit to offending and who have
at least two depictions are shown, when all
extraneous elements are similar as possible,
violence was used and to what extent multiple victims display deviant arousal."67
baseline)
and when there is only one key difference.90 (B) Nature of stimulus categories sampled violence was used in the commission of the [Thus, whet use? You're damned if you do
"The selection of stimuli has a (7) Number of categories and of stimuli subjects' rapes.127"
erect, but disregarded if you don't!]
used for each category
tremendous impact on the erectile response
p. 277: '2. What Do PRO Test Results Say p. 281: 13. Alternatives to PPG Testing
measures.04 For example, some studies have (B) Instructions to subjects (imagine sexual About the Risk of Recidivism?
"...VRT [Visual Reaction Time] testing is
behavior with target vs. no instructions)
found that audio stimuli present different and
"[A] man may be aroused by sexually premised on the assumption that a man will
more consistent results than videos,55 while (9) Whether a warm-up was used and deviant stimuli, but engage in exclusively view an image for longer if he is interested in
number of assessment sessions
other studies have found that only when the
nondeviant activity because he is aware of the type of person or activity displayed in
stimuli depict particularly violent scenes can (ID) Type of recording instrumentation used social and penal sanctions that come with that maya.'87 Or. Gene Abel, a pioneer of VRT
the data he useful.°° Indeed, the selection of
acting on his deviant arousal.'°3 Such testing, used the test to successfully
stimuli has such a great impact on the (II) Whether calibration was used to correct concerns, among others, leave P13 testing's discriminate between child sex offenders and
for any nonlinear characteristics of ability to predict the risk of recidivism nonaffenders as well as to distinguish
erectile response measures that an
recording
experimenter could construct stimulus
largely unsettled.'°°
between child sex offenders and nonchild sex

(Continued from page 6)
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Penis size and public protection.'807
"If anything, the court posited, the PRO
o ffendcrs,bee Dr, Abel combined VRT testing testing would reinforce sexually deviant
with self-reporting questionnaires. Together thoughts by regularly presenting sexually
commonly referred to as the Abel deviant imagery to the offender.°°"
Assessment' to achieve results that 'speak[]
the same language as PPD tE5t fl9.e
Nate As a practical matter, Note 49 is
p. 201:'III. DIVIDED RULINGS ON THE USE OF also worth quoting:
PPG TESTING AS A CONDITION OF SUPERVISED
"When the penis is at the early stages of
RELEASE
erection, under 10%, it usually thins out and
D. Standards of Review for Mandated expands lengthwise, which would not be
PPG Testing
picked up by the circumferential method and
"In a concurring opinion, Judge John is the reason why the volumetric is
Noonan expressed his view that the court considered the more sensitive of the two.
should have taken the opportunity to See Wllkvm 9 ñf2,rpihy 81/owardE Barbaree.
eliminate the use of PPG testing altogether, Assessments of Sex /lffeiider,s' by Measures
He explained that he would hold the of Erect//a /?aspnnse' Psychometric
'Orwellian procedure ._ to be always a Properties endS
irkvkh7Q22 (1084)'
violation of the personal dignity of which
prisonerstm2 are not deprived'233 Judge
This is salient in light of claims by PRO
Noonan did not directly cite to any precedent test personnel of the supposed extreme
regarding which liberty interest PPG testing sensitive nature of the test as administered
infringes. However, he was unequivocal in here via circumferential sensor. Essentially,
his view that PPG testing infringes on a that claim is incorrect, as shown by this
fundamental right.284
He wrote: 'The note.
procedure violates a prisoner's bodily
integrity by affecting his genitals. The
Ba/mar b'Sa,qdlaad supre at P. 903, 619,
procedure violates a prisoner's mental odd this:
integrity by intruding images into his brain.
"In addition, use of the penile
The procedure violates a prisoner's moral plethysmograph may complement the
integrity by requiring him to masturbate.'235 polygraph's interrogation of his desire. It is
Further, Judge Noonan emphasized that a device designed to measure changes in
convicts do not lose their humanity. He sexual arousal by one of two methods: a
explained that the government would volumetric air chamber can be placed over
certainly not be allowed to force a convict the subjects penis, this measures the
into prostitution to help secure evidence of a Wiling that occurs as a result of increased
crime or to force a criminal to perjure blood volume; or a circumferential
himself to secure a conviction of another.286 transducer, in essence a rubber ring, is
Judge Noonan found these situations placed around the penis to measure changes
analogous to mandated PPG testing , adding in circumference. Whilst this apparatus is in
that 'a prisoner should not be compelled to place, sex offenders may be exposed to
stimulate himself sexually in order for the visual images or auditor descriptions of
government to get a sense of his current different types of sexual activity with various
proclivitins. tm? He concluded by writing, '[11 types of partner. Images of real children
here is a line at which the government must have been used and may still be in use but it
stop. Penile plethysrnngrephy tasting has become taboo; the use of computercrosses it.'206"
fabricated images of children and adults
p. 202: "The Second Circuit went further, appears to be more acceptable now.52
explaining that even if PRO testing was Indices comparing responses to peedophilic
indisputably reliable.030 it would not be images can be compared to responses
appropriate because 'supervised release is during exposure to adult-appropriate sexual
properly directed at conduct
not at imagery, or comparisons can be made
daydreaming.'30"
between responses during visualization or
p. 293: "The Second Circuit also held that descriptions of consenting sex versus nonPRO tasting could not be construed as a consenting sex. These indices are believed
means to protect the public. Even if there to show mean differences between offenders
was a strong correlation between sexual and non-uffenders.53 McGrath at
report
thoughts and rates of recidivism, 'unectad- that the percentage of United States
upon prurient sexual thoughts, just like "a programmes reporting use of the penile
defendant's abstract beliefs, however plethysmogroph has remained relatively
obnoxious to most people, may not be taken constant over the last two decades, and is
into consideration by a sentencing judga."°°° currently used in 26 percent of adult
Even convicted sex offenders are entitled to community programmes and 37 percent of
freedom of thought, and the court found 'no adult residential programmes. To our
reasonable connection between fluctuating knowledge the device isn't used in United

Kingdom treatment programmes and nor has
it been proposed."
"p. BID:
"... [T]he polygraph and
plethysmograph function to sustain an
algorithmic system of risk assessment by
facilitating the overcoming of denial and the
exposure of deception. That the technologies
might not actually work, that they might be
just one more instance of the 'bogus
pipeline',30 isn't too much of a worry so long
as more admissions-are made and risk can
be managed."
The federal Second Circuit Court of
Apaals (think: New York). in Un/ted States v
Mclau,'ki (2d Dir., No. 12-3514-cr, 10/3/13;
2013 DL 271199, October, 2013;
www.bloomberglaw.com/pubIic/dccumentI
United_StatesvMoLourin
No_123514cr 2013 DL 271100 2d Dir Oct 03
), ruled that a sex offender could not be
ordered to undergo penile plethysrniography
testing. Rejecting the government's
argument that getting an erection when
viewing child pornography was related to sex
-crime recidivism, the court observed that
traditional conditions of supervised release
of sex offenders were already calculated to
protect the public. Calling plethysmcgraphy
"unduly intrusive," the court stated, "A
person, even if convicted of a crime, retains
his humanity."
The opinion continued, declaring that
criminal laws are intended to punish a
mental state only when it accompanies an
unlawful act, and "un-acted-upon prurient
sexual thoughts" must not factor into the
sentencing equation.
"In any event, we also find it odd that, to
dater e person from committing sexual
crimes, the Government would use a
procedure designed to arouse and excite a
person with depictions of sexual conduct
closely related to the sexual crime of
conviction," the court added.
Penile plethysmogrephy is used by
numerous states as to sex offenders, both in
prison-based and parole-based treatment,
and also in sex offender commitment
facilities - often with its results used to deny
release. Therefore, it is hoped that the
pragmatic reasonability and the plain
humanity of this decision spreads to the
minds of all ether judges.

Boldness as a
Psychopathy Trait
Reveals That Some
Psychopathic Traits
Can Lead to Success,
Not Crime.

(General Douglas MacArthur watches the
stunningly successful Inchon landing [Korean
War], which he baldly planned.)
Editers' Note. Many of us have been
committed under both prongs of the MDCTA
of 994: "Sexually Dangerous Persons" AND
•"Sexually Psychopathic Personalitia," As I
have asserted before (and will hold forth
more fully in later issues), neither of these
legal formulations have any scientific basis
whatsoever. They are simply descriptions of
situations that legislators, not psychiatrists,
find "dangerous." that is, circumstances that
in 1994 they deemed likely to lead to sex
crime recidivism, They were wrong, of
course.
Even if they had been right, it was the
province of our sentencing courts to decide
what level of recidivism likelihood we
presented to the public, and to sentence us
accordingly - and sentence us thus they did.
It is the flimsiest of mumbo jumbo to now
claim that in extending our pseudoinoarceretive confinement, we have not had
our sentences modified to life in violation of
double jeopardy.
This is all the worse for the fact that
those commitment grounds are scientifically
baseless. While the oldest of those grounds
("psychopathic") might sound somewhat
scientific, in fact it is sheer junk science
lacking in any empirical support.
Personal attributes that only sounded like
they might present a heightened risk of
criminality were 'elected' to be included in
the pastiche of matters that were ultimately
fused into the formless conglomerate that
become termed "psychopathy."
Perhaps most illustrative of such
attributes senselessly seized upon by those
who perhaps envied those that possessed
them and coveted the personal success that
such traits helped lead to is "boldness."
Excerpts below from the following article
point up the 'witch-hunting mob' nature of
(Continued on page 9)
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looking for such witch marks that, to some
degree, most people possess like so many
common birthmarks. Boldness is one of
those.
Excerpts from:

Surmaiz A Edges, dE SKrlstlansson, N
at, Boldness and Its Relation to
Psychopathic Personality: Prototypicality
Analyses Among Forensic Mental Health,
Criminal Justice, and Layperson Raters.'
Law and /Un7aC Behawin Feb. 2009
(advance online publication), dci:
I0.1037/lhb000017B
Abstract, slip, p. 1: 'In 3 samples
(forensic mental health practitioners,
probation officers and a layperson
community sample), we investigated
adaptive traits as conceptualized in the
Triachic model of psychopathy (Patrk'keta/
2009), specifically the relevance of boldness
to construals of psychopathic personality.
Participants completed prototypicality
ratings of psychopathic traits, including 3
items created to tap components of
baldness (Socially bold, Adventurous.
Emotionally stable)
The composite
Boldness scale was rated as moderately to
highly prototypical among forensic mental
health practitioners and probation officers....
For the individual items, Socially bold was
rated as hiqhly prototypical and was
associated with theoretically relevant
correlates. Adventurous also was seen as
prototypical, though to a lesser degree. Only
forensic mental health practitioners
endorsed Emotionally stable as
characteristic of psychopathy....
Text, slip. p. I: "Despite this extensive
focus on criminality, dysfunction, and
psychopathology, some historical (e.g.,
C/eck/ey, 941) and more recent models (e.g..
Patrick Thw/es. and utrsegsi 2308; see also
Li//an/aidE WIdflws 2005; Lykien, 995) have
argued that psychopathy also includes
certain characteristics (e.g., social prowess,
lack of anxiety, fearlessness) that may not
be overtly maledaptive and might in fact be
associated with some positive outcomes.
For example, in describing the backgrounds
of psychopaths, Rack/ay(1949) asserted;
'Not rarely the records will show that he
has won the chancellor's prize at college for
on essay on the Renaissance, or graduated
from high school summa cum laude, or
outstripped 20 rival salesmen over a period
of six months, or married the most desirable
girl in town, or, an a first venture into
politics, out himself elected to the state
legislature.' (p. 22)
P. 2:
"The Trierchic Model
"...The model encapsulates psychopathy
into three distinguishable phenotypic
R1

domains: Disinhibition (reflecting aspects of
impulsivity, externalizing problems,
irresponsibility). Meanness (reflecting traits
of callousness, aggression.
manipulativoness, lack of empathy), and
Boldness (reflecting social dominance,
venturesomeness, emotional stability).
Prototypically bold individuals would present
as self-confident, self-assured, and
persuasive, appearing comfortable in most
social contexts. They would experience
lower than average levels of fear or distress
when faced with threatening or stressful
situations and eniuy the challenge of
participating in adventurous activities, Such
individuals would be optimistic, hard to
discourage, recover quickly from adversity,
and exhibit a nonchalant attitude toward the
possibility of future problems."
pD: Table I )See below.)
"Discussion
p. ID;
'Among forensic mental health
practitioners and probation officers, who
would be expected to have considerable
experience working with persons who
demonstrate varying levels of psychopathic
traits, Socially bold and Adventurous items
were rated as moderately to highly
prototypical of psychopathy. In fact, these
ratings were in a range similar to or higher
than the average DAPP item. These findings
seem to clearly support the content validity
of such traits and bolster the argument that
they represent important aspects of how
forensic mental health and criminal justice
professionals conceptualize this disorder.
Jury venirepersons also rated Socially bold
as moderately prototypical, though the
Adventurous item ratings were near the midpoint of the scale, indicating an essentially
neutral attitude about this concept.
"In contrast to the generally positive
prototypicality data for the Socially bold and
Adventurous items, results for the
Emotionally stable item were less clear.
Forensic mental health practitioners, whose
daily job functions include the assessment,
treatment, and/or management or forensic
detainees with serious psychiatric disorders,
viewed this item as moderately prototypical
of psychopathy, whereas probation officers
(and jury venirepersons) clearly did not. One
plausible interpretation of these results is
that the emotional stability component of
boldness is an especially salient indicator of
psychopathy among practitioners in a
forensic mental health setting specifically
because typical detainees may suffer from
severe symptoms such as gross
disorganization, fragmented thought
processes, emotional outbursts, or social
withdrawal. Therefore, clients who display
optimism, self-confidence or emotional
resiliency might particularly stand out in an
environment in which a majority of clients

demonstrate a very different pattern of
personality and interpersonal
characteristics. Recall that in C/eck/as
(1941) seminal clinical profile for psychopathy
several characteristics (e.g., absence of
nervousness, absence of delusions, good
intelligence) seemed to differentiate
psychopathic patients from those with whom
he worked who were suffering from serious
mental disorder..,."
'Being emotionally stable in situations in
which it is in fact appropriate to be
distraught or afraid is not actually normal,
per so, though it may be generally viewed as
advantageous or even 'heroic' (Lykkan. 1995).
Had we chosen descriptors more indicative
of atypical affective dispositions (e.g.,
"Abnormally calm in emotionally provocative
situations": "Abnormally cheerful about life
despite facing severe legal sanctions")
perhaps our participants might have viewed
such characteristics as more representative
of a psychopathic personality constellation
Future prototype studies should investigate
other common language indicators of low
stress reactivity and the ability to 'remain
calm and focused in situations involving
pressure or throat' (Patri'k at al. 2039, p.
929).'
p. II:
"[lit is interesting to note that
no aspects of Boldness were seen as
relevant to a greater propensity to engage in
crime. ...In terms of moral judgments, only
the forensic mental health practitioners
tended to associate higher Boldness with
more negative views about psychopaths (in
terms of being evil and deserving of greater
punishment). This might indicate that
individuals working in a forensic psychiatric
setting perceive at least some aspects of the
potential social attainments resulting from
psychopathy to be essentially undeserved or
ill-gotten (e.g., through socially exploitative
behavior, perhaps directed at more
vulnerable detainees."
"...[W]e believe the results of this study
for the most part support the content
validity of boldness as an important
component of psychopathic personality,
particularly traits associated with being
Socially bold (dominant, socially assured,
8:

persuasive) and Adventurous (courageous,
thrill-seeking, tolerant of uncertainty)."
Excerpts from;
,tgvi;'i b Eiech "Psycho Lawyer, Du'Est-Da
Due C'est: High Incidence of Psychopaths in
the Legal Profession and Why They Thrive,"
38 LawEPsychat Rev 297 (2 015)
Text. p. 297;
'"Kevin Dutton, a
research psychologist at the University of
Oxford, makes this claim in his book, "The
Wisdom of Psychopaths: What Saints, Spies,
and Serial Killers Can Teach Us About
Success.2 According to Dutton, 'Any situation
where you've got a power structure, a
hierarchy, the ability to manipulate or wield
control over other people, you get
psychopaths doing very well.'° In a ranking
of professions with the most psychopaths,
lawyers came in at number two, after
CEOs.41,
p. 299: "The American Psychiatric
Association does not specifically recognize
either sociopathy or psychopathy as an
official psychiatric canditiofl,18 but rather
recognizes 'antisocial personality disorders.'
encompassing both sociopathy and
psychopathy.'9"
p. 293; "On July 20, 1999, Hail
Armstrong and the Apollo II crew had a short
window - measured in seconds - to find a
safe place to land the spacecraft on the
surface of the moon.22 Data later showed
Armstrong barely broke a sweat or exhibited
signs of stress during one of the most giant
leaps in the history of mankind.23 Those who
are able to control their response to stress
in this almost psychopathic manner have a
distinct advantage over the average person,
who may fold under such intense pressure."
pp. 293-91: "Widely regarded as the
pioneer of modern psychopathology, Dr.
Harvey Oleckley made waves in the
psychiatric community for much of the
twentieth century. In 1941, Cleckley first
published his landmark book, The Mask af
San/t 25 In it, he refined criteria to be used
in diagnosing psychopaths and proposed
twenty-one distinguishing features, which he
called a clinical profile.t° ...Dleckley also
(Continued on page vo)

Table I: Descriptive Statistics for Psyc hop athy Attitudinal Item Across Samples

Attitudinal scales and items

Forensic mental
health practitioners

Probation
officers

Jury
sample

Psychopaths are more likely to be successful
in life than the average person is.

4.03

4.27

3.45

Psychopaths are more intelligent than
the average criminal is.
Psychopaths have bettor social skills
than the average person.

4.06

4.88

4,314

4.20

4.76

3.58

Being a psychopath can be helpful or advantageous in
some jobs (such as an attorney, stack broker, politician)

5.02

4.25

3.5

Doasi'adaptive features

Immutability
Psychopaths can never change: they will
always be psychopathic.
[BUfi Criminal psychopaths can he rehabilitated.
9

'1 :1

(Confinuedfrorn page 9)

made a claim similar to that of Dutton's in
The Wisdom of Psychopaths, that such traits
are not limited to the ruthless killer wastinq
away in prison, but are also applicable to
'successful' businessman, scientists, and
physicians, i.e., societally respectable
people.20"
P. 284: ._[Law] students who were
characterized as 'feeling' types were twice
as likely to drop out [of law school]
compared to those characterized as
thinking types.°° The personality type that
was both overrepresented in law school and
had the lowest dropout rate was one that
was characterized as typically dependable
and practical with a realistic respect for
facts'. And tending to emphasize analysis,
logic, and decisiveness 51 [Paul V. Miller]
also found that students who preferred to
make decisions based on a 'feeling' were
more likely to drop out than those who
preferred to make decisions on the basis of
'thinking.'50 These thinking' type students
could easily discern inaccuracies, often hurt
others' feelings without knowing it, and were
excellent problem solvers.50"
"...Lawyers are thought by some to have a
lacking sense of morality - a focus on
maintaining rules and regulations rather
than 'mural' compassion.°° There is little
research supporting this stereotype.
However, gander differences might offer an
explanation. Studies have shown that law
school dramatically shifts female students'
orientations from an ethic of care and
compassion to an orientation similar to that
of men, which typically emphasizes a rights
and justice orientation.'6' Additionally,
lawyers certainly tend to think differently,
and perhaps value things differently, than
the general population,62 This difference
may cause lawyers to appear cold and
impersonal, or avon amoral.63"
p. 295: "This competitive nature can
also translate into a need fur achievement
through competition against an internal
standard of excellence,66 A study by Lawyer
Metrics found that this competitive nature,
displayed through risk-taking, is often found
in successful 'rainmakers' in law firms.67
This finding is intuitive, that those whose job
it is to bring in business for their firm would
be successfully competitive. Two of the
primary traits found were the willingness to
take risks and seeking dominance.68o,
p. 288: D. Antisocial Facet
"The antisocial facet deals with
behavioral issues, juvenile delinquency, and
criminal actions.03 There is little data
supporting the idea that lawyers have an
unusually high incidence of criminal activity
or behavioral issues."
pp. 288-88:

Vi.
CfflthSlGN
'As discussed and contrary to popular
perception, psychopaths are not necessarily
deranged monsters. In fact, some
psychopaths may be able to master their
psychotic attributes and excel over 'normal'
people. Studies suggest that 'successful
psychopaths have intact or enhanced
neurobiological functioning that underlies
their normal or even superior cognitive
functioning, which in turn helps them to
achieve their goals.'97 Accordingly, it is not
surprising that psychopaths are so
disproportionately common in the legal
profession. A good lawyer should have the
ability to make unemotional, rational
decisions with laser-focus, much in the some
way some psychopaths do. It appears not
only that psychopaths might he able to
function as lawyers, but also that the legal
field is especially suited to take advantage of
the traits many psychopaths possess."

rigorously examined from the empirical
facts.
Other implicit criticisms emerge from
these articles, including exposure of
tendencies: (I) to judge people as
pathological merely for divergence from a
pathologically effected subpopulation; (2) to
tolerate hugely important fundamental
distinctions dividing pathology from
prosocially successful behavior (and
stubbornly maintaining that confusion by
referring to same as "successful
psychopaths" when their actual behavior in
society is regarded by all as exemplary): and
(3) snorkily indirectly attacking types of
people (such as lawyers) by casting baseless
insinuation of personality disorder.
Personally, I'd say that those tendencies
show that forensic psychologists are the
actual psychopaths in society. Wouldn't you
agree?

End Nate: These two articles and the
connection between adaptive (successful)
boldness and psychopathy expose certain
failings of forensic psychology. Firs, those
who have road Oleckley's original book, ,The
,tfssk iiiSam/ty (1941), are aware that he did
not engage in any empirical research upon
which modern forensic psychology turns, but
instead merely formulated his notion of
psychopathy whole cloth out of personally
displeasing personality attributes (including
boldness). Apparently, Cleok!ey had an
abiding fear of those who, like a character
played by Errol Flynn or other dashing movie
heroes of that time, proceeded courageously
when others quelled. Perhaps this was a
personal retaliation by one who cowered
against those who possessed that trait.
Second, it is quite clear from these
research efforts that the domain of
"Boldness," with its sub-domains, does not
predict crimes, nor is it a Field of attributes
and behaviors that are specific to criminal
lifestyles or attitudes (e.g., there is no
linkage between Boldness and "Meanness").
Therefore, it would seem obvious that the
constellation of behaviors and personality
traits encompassed in everyday boldness
have no connection to criminal behavior,
violent emotions associated with violent or
predatory crime, or antisocial behaviors or
attitudes of any kind. In light of this, the
putative domain of Boldness should have
been deleted from the definition of
psychopathy long ago - certainly once the
research findings cited in these two articles
became clear. The fact that this did not
happen shows that there is a pernicious
allegiance in forensic and clinical psychology
to initial declarations, no matter how
unscientific from the outset and regardless
of how debunked such notions become when

Kim Kirschbaum:
Another Victim of
Medical Neglect
'Graduates,'

One of MSOP-ML's most private detainees,
Kim Kirschbaum, died recently. He was
Number 92 in a long list of those who have
'graduated' from MSDP in the only way
possible: death.
He had been in MSDP for about tan years.
Kim was 81 years old when he died. No
further facts are available about Kim in view
of his wish to remain as private in death as
in life. Ordinarily, that wish would have been
totally respected in these pages. However, it
is necessary to state the foregoing as
proper context to the following.
Over one year ago, in response to his
complaints of lung symptoms, Kim was given
a chest x-ray. He was never informed of
anything out of the ordinary found in the
radiology inspection of that x-ray. It is likely
that he was actually told the contrary: that
the result showed that there was nothing to
worry about. He was not shown any report
of that x-ray.
Recall that here in MSUP-ML, there is no
physician. Just about two months ego, in
response to his complaints of gradually
worsening symptoms, he was finally taken to
see a physician. That physician was the first
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person to inform Kim: By that point, he had
Stage 4 lung cancer, and his imminent death
could not be averted. The physician was
surprised that Kim had not known of his
cancer, since the report of the x-ray was
lodged in his medical file brought along from
MSUP-ML for that exam by that physician.
It is inconceivable that the nursing staff at
MSOP-MI. had never read that report. It is
ineffably barbaric and downright evil that
none of those nurses, in any of Kim's ensuing
medical appointments with them in the year
between that x-ray and that physician's
exam, ever saw fit to divulge that crucial
information to Kim.
It is a reasonably certain inference that
this silence by MSLIP-ML's nursing staff was
a deliberate plan to thwart any possibility
that Kim could receive treatment for his lung
cancer that could have saved his life. The
only possible goal of such a plan was to
ensure Kim's death.
I will not indulge in discussion of the legal
niceties upon which turn the decision as to
whether that was a form of murder. Suffice
it to say that it was either a deliberate killing
or on inexcusable instance of reckless
disregard of the impending certainty of
death caused by such silence.
In light of the long string of deaths from
such medical neglect here, the question
continues to present itself: Is the so-called
"Health Services" department here at MSUPML being used as a deliberate instrument of
death to prevent any chance of our release
to society, even when we get old?
At the very least, once again (as on so
many prior occasions), this demonstrates
beyond any question that we at MSOP-ML
have no significant medical diagnosis or
treatment for any conditions, including those
that are lethal when ignored, as in this case,
Other than through massive intervention
by outside government, such as watchdog
agencies or courts, it is likely that such
medical mistreatment will continue
indefinitely, and the untimely deaths will
continue unabated. So welcome to MSOP, the
last home you will ever need,

